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Low-frequency switching in a transistor amplifier

T. L. Carroll
U.S. Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C. 20375

~Received 9 December 2002; published 17 April 2003!

It is known from extensive work with the diode resonator that the nonlinear properties of aP-N junction can
lead to period doubling, chaos, and other complicated behaviors in a driven circuit. There has been very little
work on what happens when more than oneP-N junction is present. In this work, the first step towards
multiple P-N junction circuits is taken by doing both experiments and simulations with a single-transistor
amplifier using a bipolar transistor. Period doubling and chaos are seen when the amplifier is driven with
signals between 100 kHz and 1 MHz, and they coincide with a very low frequency switching between different
period doubled~or chaotic! wave forms. The switching frequencies are between 5 and 10 Hz. The switching
behavior was confirmed in a simplified model of the transistor amplifier.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.67.046208 PACS number~s!: 05.45.Jn, 84.30.2r
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I. INTRODUCTION

Because of electromagnetic interference~which may be
unintentional or intentional! @1#, many circuits designed fo
low-frequency operation may be subjected to radio f
quency~rf! signals. At high frequencies, the inductance
the wiring of these circuits combined with capacitance
semiconductorP-N junctions can cause resonances, exp
ing the circuit to larger rf voltages than anticipated by t
circuit designer. The large voltages, combined with the n
linear voltage-dependant capacitances of theP-N junctions,
can cause nonlinear effects such as period doubling, ch
and others. The simplest example of this type of effect is
diode resonator@2–10#, which has been extensively studie

There has been very little study of semiconductor circu
containing more than oneP-N junction. Period doubling and
chaos have been observed in a transistor amplifier cir
@11#, and in a microwave amplifier@12#, but there has been
no analysis and only very simple modeling of these effect
circuits more complicated than the diode resonator. Th
have been several chaotic oscillator circuits based on tran
tors @13–15#, but those were self-oscillatory circuits de
signed to be chaotic, while the present paper concern
nonoscillatory circuit which is driven outside the range f
which it was designed.

In this work, a single-transistor amplifier is studied e
perimentally and numerically. Not only are period doubli
and chaos observed, but very low-frequency switching
tween different complex wave forms is also seen. The lo
frequency behavior was seen both in the experiment and
numerical model. This low-frequency behavior could co
plicate the use of the amplifier when electromagnetic in
ference was present.

II. THE TRANSISTOR

The amplifier in the paper is based on a 2n929 transis
a bipolarN-P-N transistor. Figure 1 is a simple block dia
gram of a transistor. The three terminals of the transistor
labeled base, collector, and emitter. In thisN-P-N transistor,
the base is a layer ofP-type semiconductor material, whil
the collector and emitter areN-type, so that the transisto
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looks like two back-to-backP-N junctions. The transistor is
not the same as two back-to-back diodes because most o
current flowing from the collector or emitter into the ba
continues flowing through the base into the emitter or coll
tor.

The resistors labeledRNC or RNE represent the nonlinea
resistances of theP-N junctions making up the transistor. I
the simplest model, the resistors conduct no current until
voltage across them reaches some threshold, at that poin
nonlinear resistance conducts current. The arrows on
nonlinear resistors indicate the direction of easy current fl
The actual behavior is more complicated. The functioning
the nonlinear resistances in the transistor may be descr
by the Ebers-Moll equations@16#. For anN-P-N transistor,
such as the 2n929 used in the experiments above, the e
tions are

FIG. 1. Block diagram of anN-P-N transistor.Rb represents the
base resistance of'50 V, while RNC andRNE represent the non-
linear resistances of the transistor.CC andCE represent the capaci
tances of the transistor.
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I C5I 0@2~e2qVCB /kT21!1a~eqVBE /kT21!#, ~1a!

I E5I 0@ ~eqVBE /kT21!2a~e2qVCB/kT21!# , ~1b!

I B5I C2I E , ~1c!

where I C is the current flowing into the collector,I B is the
current flowing into the base, andI E is the current flowing
out of the emitter.VCB is the collector-base voltage,VBE is
the base-emitter voltage,q is the charge of one electron,k is
the Boltzman constant,T is the temperature in Kelvin, anda
is the fraction of current that flows from the collecto
through the base, and into the emitter~or in the reverse di-
rection!. The fractiona is typically just below 1.0: for the
2n929 transistor, it was measured as 0.995.

EachP-N junction also stores some charge, so the cha
storage is represented by a capacitor in parallel with the n
linear resistor. There are actually two types of charge stor
in theP-N junction @16#, soCC andCE in Fig. 1 really stand
for two capacitors in parallel. There is region at the act
junction betweenP- and N-type semiconductors that is de
pleted of charge, and this region acts like the dielectric i
parallel-plate capacitor. The charge stored in this capac
leads to the junction capacitanceCJ(V) ~whereV is the volt-
age across theP-N junction! @17#

CJ~V!5
CJ~0!

@~V2Vb!21b#n/2 S 11
n

12n

b

@~V2Vb!21b# D ,

~2!

whereVb is the built-in voltage~approximately the turn on
voltage! for the junction,V is the voltage across the junction
andb andn may be estimated by measuring junction capa
tance as a function ofV for V,Vb . Equation~2! is actually
an approximation that is accurate only forV,Vb , but for
V.Vb , the second type of capacitance described be
dominates.

Outside of the depletion region, minority carriers diffu
into the bulk of the semiconductor, leading to the diffusi
capacitanceCD(V)

CD~V!5CD~0!eqV/kT, ~3!

where q is the charge of one electron,k is the Boltzman
constant, andT is the temperature in Kelvin.

In experiments withP-N junctions ~such as the diode
resonator!, the capacitance of theP-N junction combines
with stray inductance in the circuit wiring to form a seri
resonant circuit. Typical capacitances forP-N junctions are
of the order of 10212 F or less~1 pF!, so these resonance
occur at frequencies of 1 GHz or greater. Acquiring data a
building circuits at such high frequencies is difficult, so
the experiment described here, an inductor was added to
circuit to increase the inductance of the wiring, therefo
lowering the resonant frequency to a range between 200
and 30 MHz. In many of the plots in this paper, the fr
quency axis is normalized by this resonant frequency.
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III. THE AMPLIFIER

Figure 2 is a schematic of the common-emitter amplifi
used in the experiments. The transistorT1 is a 2n929 bipolar
transistor. The inductorL has been added to the amplifie
circuit to increase the inductance of the wiring so that
circuit behavior may be studied at lower frequencies. T
output from the amplifier is the voltageVL measured acros
the load resistorRL . The values of the circuit componen
are given in the figure caption. Trim pots were used to cre
resistances that did not match standard resistance value

The circuit was driven with a constant amplitude si
waveV0 generated by a digital function generator. In ord
to further isolate the signal generator from the circuit, t
signalV0 was first passed through a broadband preampli
which acted as a buffer. To lessen the effect of the detec
electronics on the amplifier circuit, a 100 kV resistor was
placed between the location whereVL was measured and th
detector.

IV. EXPERIMENT

As the frequency and amplitude of the driving signalV0
were varied, period doubling and chaos were among the
namical effects observed. Period doubling and chaos h
been seen in other amplifier circuits@11,12# and in the diode
resonator, so their presence was not surprising. What
surprising is that the dc level ofVL fluctuated slowly but
periodically, oscillating at frequencies between 5 and 10
After passing through a 100 kV resistor,VL was low-pass
filtered through an amplifier which filtered out signals abo
1000 Hz, and the filteredVL signal was digitized. Figure 3 is
a time series of the low-pass filtered output, which sho
regular switching~the inductorL was set to 2200mH). Fig-
ure 4 shows the beginning and end of one of these switch
events, with no low-pass filtering.

The origin of this switching could be seen by digitizin
the voltageVC , which was the voltage at the collector of th
transistor. An isolating probe was used to isolate the tran

FIG. 2. Schematic of the amplifier circuit used in the expe
ments. The component values areR1540 420V, R2

5204 545V, RC515 000V, RE53750V, RL51 MV, C15C2

525 mF, C35330 mF, L52200mH, and the transistorT1 is of
type 2n929. The driving voltage is applied at the location mark
V0 and the output voltage is measured atVl .
8-2
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LOW-FREQUENCY SWITCHING IN A TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIER PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 046208 ~2003!
tor circuit from the digital oscilloscope used to detectVC .
Two distinct states with different dc levels were observed
VC . Figure 5~a! shows a plot ofVC vs V0 for the state
corresponding to the higher dc level, while 5~b! is the state
with the lower dc level. A slow but periodic switching be
tween these two states was the cause of the low-freque
switching seen in the amplifier output.

The frequency of this slow switching varied depending
the value ofV0. Figure 6 is a plot of switching frequency a
a function of the frequency and amplitude ofV0, with black
being the highest frequency and white corresponding to
switching. The frequency axisf n is normalized by the reso
nant frequency of the series resonant circuit consisting of
inductor and the transistor. The base-emitter junction of
transistor acts as the capacitor in the series resonant cir
The base-emitter capacitance, which varied as a functio
bias voltage, was measured in the laboratory for the 2n

FIG. 3. Low-pass filtered signalVL when low-frequency switch-
ing is present. The low-pass filter break frequency was 1 kHz.

FIG. 4. ~a! UnfilteredVL signal at the start of a switching even
~b! UnfilteredVL at the end of a different switching event. The tim
scale of a complete switching event was of the order of 0.1 s.
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transistor, and the capacitance at zero bias,C(0)524 pF,
was used to calculate the resonant frequency of the se
LCR circuit. A frequency off n51 corresponds to the reso
nant frequency of this circuit, which forL52200mH was
'693 kHz.

The switching frequency is quite sensitive to the para

FIG. 5. Phase space plots ofVC , the voltage at the collector, v
the driving voltageV0 during the two different parts of a switchin
event. The twoVC wave forms have different dc components, lea
ing to the large dc swings seen in Fig. 3.

FIG. 6. Frequency of the slow switching for different amplitud
and frequencies of the driving signal, where black is the high
value and white corresponds to zero.f n is the driving frequency
normalized by the resonant frequency of the inductor-transistor
ries resonant circuit. The lower graph gives the frequency scale
the upper graph, wheref s is the switching frequency.
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eters of the driving voltage, and there is a large region n
the resonant frequency where no switching is seen. The
furcation diagram in Fig. 7 shows why there is no switchi
in this region. The bifurcation diagram was created by pl
ting the value ofVC when the driving signalV0 crossed zero
in the negative direction. The amplitude ofV0 for the bifur-
cation diagram was 5 V. The bifurcation diagram shows t
low-frequency switching exists only when attractors high
than period one exist. There is only one period one state,
there are at least two distinct types of wave form for sta
with periods higher than one.

There was a lower driving frequency limit below whic
switching was not seen. Switching was observed for a re
nant frequency of 459 kHz (L55000mH), but not for a
resonant frequency of 383 kHz (L57200mH), although pe-
riod doubling was seen for this resonant frequency. Lo
frequency switching was seen when the resonant freque
of the inductor-transistor combination was 10.2 MHzL
510 mH), but neither period doubling or low-frequenc
switching was seen for a resonant frequency of 32 MHzL
51 mH). It has been shown in the diode resonator that
riod doubling for higher driving frequencies can be su
pressed by the stray capacitance of the breadboard on w
the circuit is assembled@2#, so it is possible that low-
frequency switching could also exist at higher driving fr
quencies.

V. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

Numerical simulations are useful to confirm that the d
namical effects seen are indeed part of the transistor am
fier, and not caused by some other effect, such as an inte
tion with the driving signal source or the detectio
electronics. The simulations can also reveal if the model u
for the transistor is adequate to produce the effects see
the experiment.

The transistor may be described by Eqs.~1!–~3!, but the
resulting model is difficult to work with. The exponentia
terms in Eqs.~1! and ~3! make the resulting equations o

FIG. 7. Bifurcation plot ofVL from the transistor amplifier ex
periment strobed when the driving signalV0 crosses zero in the
negative direction.f n is the driving frequency normalized by th
resonant frequency of the inductor-transistor series resonant cir
The amplitude of the driving signal was 5 V. The regions whe
period two or higher behavior was seen in the bifurcation plot
incide with the regions where slow switching was seen.
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motion stiff, requiring the use of a stiff numerical integratio
routine. Stiff routines are slower than integrators that are
stiff @18#, and integration speed is a matter of concern in t
problem. The amplifier circuit was driven at frequencies
the order of 1 MHz, while the switching events occurred
frequencies of a few Hertz, so very long integration tim
will be necessary to model the switching. In order to ma
the simulations more practical, a simpler piecewise lin
model for the transistor was substituted. A disadvantage
changing to the piecewise linear model is that there is
longer a direct correspondence between the model par
eters and the measurable physical parameters of the tra
tor.

The combined capacitances for the transistor were
placed with a single piecewise linear model. A similar mod
was used by Tanaka@8#. The capacitance model used here

Cn~V,s!5H C0 , uVu<Vb1

s~mnV1bn!, uVu.Vb1
, ~4a!

bn5s~C02mnVb1!, ~4b!

whereV is the voltage across the junction,s is 21 for the
collector-base junction and11 for the base-emitter junction
~the signs would be reversed for aP-N-P transistor!, Vb1 is
0.5 V, the zero bias capacitanceC0 is 24 pF, and the slope
md5500 pF/V ~the value of the slope was arbitrary!.

The nonlinear current equations@Eq. ~1!# were also re-
placed with

I C5I 0@gn~VCB ,21!1agn~VBE,1!#, ~5a!

I E5I 0@gn~VBE,1!1agn~VCB ,21!#, ~5b!

I B5I C2I E , ~5c!

gn~V,s!5H 0, uVu<Vb2

mIV1bI , usVu.Vb2
, ~5d!

bI5smIVb2 , ~5e!

where the slopem151024 A/V, and the turn-on voltageVb2
was 0.6 V. The break point voltage in the capacitance fu
tion of Eq. ~4! (Vb1) was slightly less than the turn-on vol
ageVb2 because the capacitance value starts to rise be
the transistor turns on.

The slope constantm1 in Eq. ~5! was set by simulating the
characteristic curves for the transistor, where the collec
current I C is plotted as a function of the collector-emitte
voltageVCE for different levels of the base currentI b @19#.
Figure 8 shows a characteristic curve plot for the 2n929 tr
sistor~measured experimentally!, where the base current va
ues for the curves were 0.5mA, 1.7 mA, 2.9 mA, 4.1 mA,
and 5.3mA. Figure 9 shows the characteristic curves fro
the piecewise linear simulation, with base current values
0.19mA, 0.67 mA, 1.1 mA, 1.6 mA, and 2.1mA. These
plots are a standard method for characterizing a transis
The simulated curves were compared with actual curves,
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LOW-FREQUENCY SWITCHING IN A TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIER PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 046208 ~2003!
m1 was chosen to make the simulations roughly match
experimental curves. The full equations of motion for t
transistor amplifier were

dx1

dt
52S J11I CRcRl

RcRl Cn~x1 ,21! D , ~6a!

FIG. 8. Characteristic curves of the collector currentI C vs the
collector-emitter voltageVCE at different base currents for th
2n929 bipolar transistor used in the circuit of Fig. 1. The ba
currents for these curves~starting at the bottom! were 0.5mA,
1.7 mA, 2.9 mA, 4.1 mA, and 5.3mA.
04620
e

dx2

dt
52S J4 R11J5R21I eRcRlRA

RcRlRACn~x2,1! D , ~6b!

dx3

dt
5

2S R1~RbVa1R2Rbx31R2x4!

R1R21R1Rb1R2Rb
D1x5

L
, ~6c!

e

FIG. 9. Characteristic curves of the collector currentI C vs the
collector-emitter voltageVCE at different base currents for th
piecewise linear model of a transistor amplifier. The base curre
for these curves~starting at the bottom! were 0.19mA, 0.67 mA,
1.1 mA, 1.6 mA, and 2.1mA.
dx4

dt
5

I e1
x2

Re
2

x4

Re
2

~J4R11J5R21I eRcRlRA!@C61Cn~x2,1!#

RcRlRACn~x2,1!

C6
, ~6d!
-

e of

The
,
on

ing
am-
dx5

dt
5

dV0

dt
2

x3

C1
, ~6e!

dx6

dt
5

I eRe1x22x4

C6Re
2

x6

ClRl
2

J11I CRcRl

RcRlCn~x1 ,21!

2
~J4 R11J5R21I eRcRlRA!@C61Cn~x2,1!#

C6RcRlRACn~x2,1!
,

~6f!

RA5@R2Rb1R1~R21Rb!#, ~6g!

J15@Rl~2Va1x11x4!1Rcx6#, ~6h!

J25@Rl~V12Rcx3!1Rcx6# ~6i!

J35@J21J1Rb1RcRl~2Va1x4!#, ~6j!
J45@J2R21J1Rb1RcRl~2Va1x4!#, ~6k!

J55~J1Rb1RcRlx4!. ~6l!

Va is the power supply voltage of115 V. The variablex1
corresponds to the collector-base voltage,x2 corresponds to
the base-emitter voltage,x3 is the current through the induc
tor L, x4 is the voltage at the base of the transistor,x6 is the
voltage at the junction of the input capacitorC1 and the
inductorL, andx6 is the voltage across the load resistorRL .
Voltages other thanx1 andx2 were referenced to ground.Rb
is added to the model to simulate the base resistanc
'50 V, and the inductorL was set to 2000mH, while all
other component values are the same as in the circuit.
termsRA andJ1 throughJ5 do not have any particular units
but are added to make it possible to write the equations
one page.

The large separation in time scales between the driv
frequency and the response frequency of the transistor
8-5
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T. L. CARROLL PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 046208 ~2003!
plifier made it impractical to do extensive parameter var
tion studies, so the model was used only to verify that
low-frequency switching was indeed possible in the tran
tor amplifier circuit by itself, and not caused by some oth
artifact of the experiment.

In the experiment, it was observed that varying the val
of the capacitorsC1 , C2, andC3 by a factor of 10 neither
affect the driving frequencies or amplitudes at which lo
frequency switching was seen, nor was the distribution
switching frequencies affected. Since the results of the
periment were not very sensitive to the values of these
pacitors, for the simulation they were all set to 1mF in order
to reduce the length of the initial transient in the simulatio

The simulations of Eq.~6! used a fourth-order Runge
Kutta integration routine@18# with a stepsize of 1028 s.
Each simulation was first run for 20 000 000 steps to elim
nate the long initial transient. Figure 10 is a bifurcation p
from Eq. ~6!, where f n is the driving frequency divided by
the inductor-transistor resonant frequency of 795 kHz andx1
is the value ofx1 when the driving signal crosses zero in t
positive direction. The driving amplitude for Fig. 10 was 1
V. Signal amplitudes in the piecewise linear model do n
correspond directly to signal amplitudes in the actual am
fier. The bifurcation plot does show regions of complex b
havior, but unlike the experiment, all of this behavior occu
only for frequencies below the resonant frequency. Figure
shows a time series of the value ofx1 at the positive-going
zero crossings of the driving signal, for a driving frequen
of 500 kHz (f n50.63). Low-frequency switching betwee
two different types of behavior is clearly seen. The switch
frequency is 115 Hz. Figure 12 shows Poincare´ sections from
the two different types of oscillation. Figure 12~a! is a Poin-
carésection ofx2 vs x1 for the larger oscillation, while~b! is
a Poincare´ section for the smaller oscillation. As in the e
periment, different wave forms are present during the t
different types of oscillation.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has shown that driving a transistor ampli
with a high-frequency signal can cause very low-frequen

FIG. 10. Bifurcation plot from the model of Eq.~6!, with a
driving amplitude of 15 V.f n is the driving frequency normalized
by the resonant frequency of the inductor-transistor series reso
circuit. Thex1 signal was strobed on the positive-going zero cro
ing of the driving signal.
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switching. The low-frequency switching was seen in an e
periment, and its existence was confirmed in a simple pie
wise linear model of the transistor amplifier.

No such switching has been reported in the well-stud
diode resonator circuit, which has only a singleP-N junc-
tion, so it is almost certain that the doubleP-N junction in
the transistor is responsible for the switching. This switch
was not observed in my laboratory in a back-to-back pair
diodes, but because of the narrow base layer of the transi
it is not the same as a simple pair of diodes.

Low-frequency switching was seen in other types of tra

nt
-

FIG. 11. Time series of the strobedx1 signal from the model of
Eq. ~6!, when the driving amplitude was 15 V and the drivin
frequency was 500 kHz (f n50.63). The frequency of the larg
switching events is 115 Hz.

FIG. 12. Poincare´ sections of two signals from the model of Eq
~6! ~strobed at the positive-going zero crossing of the drive sign!
for a drive amplitude of 15 V and frequency of 500 kHz.~a! is for
the larger oscillation in Fig. 11, while~b! is for the smaller oscilla-
tion.
8-6
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sistors besides the one reported here, including a me
oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor power transist

This paper does not address the cause of the l
frequency switching. The large frequency difference betw
in
n

,

un

le
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the driving signal and the switching means that speciali
mathematical techniques for analyzing fast-slow syste
must be employed. It is anticipated that further analysis w
be undertaken in the future.
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